Qatari History
We will be learning about the importance of heritage
in Qatar.

Arabic
Dove and fox (Reading), kana WA akhwatuha,
Confirmation method (Grammar), Tanween (Writing
Grammar), Writing a summary about story and use
picture to write a story (Writing), listening and
speaking Skills.

Trips and Visits
Kayaking in the mangroves

Topic Web
History
We will be learning about the history of famous
mountains by carrying out research about famous
mountaineers and the challenges that they faced
during their climb.
Geography
We will be learning about how mountains are
formed including the features of volcanic
mountains. We will also be investigating
mountain climates and the risks associated with
the varying climates.
Spanish
School subjects: spelling
Sports and hobbies: vela, esquí y equitación – linked to
jugar /practicar
Frequency expressions: siempre, nunca, a menudo, a
veces, rara vez y normalmente) – linked to sports.
Weather: spelling
Regular verbs ending in AR/ER/IR
Parts of the Kitchen: taza, cajones, grifo, batidora,
ollas y tetera
Directions: gire a la derecha/izquierda, siga todo recto,
pase el semaforo, en la rotunda… la primera, segunda,
tercera…)
Cardinal points: Norte, sur, este, oeste, noreste,
sureste, suroeste, noroeste.

Hedgehogs Topic Web Spring 2
Science
We will be comparing and grouping different
materials based on their properties. We will also
be experimenting with different materials to test
whether they dissolve in water.

Magnificent Mountains
We will be learning about the
various mountain ranges
found around the world
including their locations and
their climates.
P.E.
Cricket will be the main focus this half term
building towards the QPPSSA tournament in
March. Bowling, both under and overarm, batting
and fielding will be covered.

Literacy
We will be beginning our novel study, looking at
inference, skimming and scanning for
information, character comparisons and writing a
formal letter.

Maths
We will be continuing with our geometric reasoning
topic. Afterwards, we will be learning about roman
numerals to 100, negative numbers and performing
calculations crossing zero. We will also revise place
value and rounding.

ART and DT
We will be carrying out art work and design
challenges based on our topic.
Music
Students will be learning how to read and
write music notation in the treble and bass
clefs in preparation for writing their own
melodies. Students will also learn about the
importance of music in film.

